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ABSTRACT 
The study of framing bias on the Web is crucial in our digital age, 
as the framing of information can infuence human behavior and 
decision on critical issues such as health or politics. Traditional 
frame analysis requires a curated set of frames derived from manual 
content analysis by domain experts. In this work, we introduce a 
frame analysis approach based on pretrained Transformer mod-
els that let us capture frames in an exploratory manner beyond 
predefned frames. In our experiments on two public online news 
and social media datasets, we show that our approach lets us iden-
tify underexplored conceptualizations, such as that health-related 
content is framed in terms of beliefs for conspiracy media, while 
mainstream media is instead concerned with science. We anticipate 
our work to be a starting point for further research on exploratory 
computational framing analysis using pretrained Transformers. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The Web afects society at large, but also refects the inherent biases 
of people [4]. Biases have been studied extensively regarding online 
behavior patterns, e.g., in terms of popularity bias [1, 22, 25] and 
confrmation bias [20, 21, 43]. Beyond behavioral patterns, biases 
can also stem from Web content itself. Herein, Draws et al. [16] 
show that the viewpoint of biased content infuences user attitudes, 
while Rekabsaz et al. [40] highlight the impact of societal biases 
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(e.g., gender) in retrieved content on the representation of particu-
lar groups in retrieval results. Similarly, the way content is framed 
can lead to biases and has also been shown to afect human behav-
ior, public opinion and decision-making [45]. Framing corresponds 
to the selection and saliency of certain aspects in communicating 
texts [17]. Although research on framing has been thoroughly con-
ducted for media [e.g., 11, 24], framing remains largely unexplored 
in Web content and its users’ consumption patterns, in particular, 
when content is polarized or negative and thus receiving increased 
attention [30, 34]. Also, traditional frame analysis techniques fre-
quently require a set of known frames for a topic, which need to 
be identifed manually by domain experts [24]. 

In this work, we aim to explore framing biases in polarized Web 
content and their efects on content consumption behavior. We 
introduce three complementary approaches for exploratory framing 
analysis based on pretrained Transformers [46]. We subsequently 
categorize the extracted frames and conduct behavior analysis in 
openly available online news and social media corpora [28, 48]. We 
fnd that polarized health-related news is largely framed in terms of 
science vs. beliefs. Given that this frame is not part of established 
prior conceptualizations [e.g., 11], this fnding underpins the merits 
of our approach. We believe that our research will considerably 
improve the understanding of framing bias and users’ consumption 
patterns on the Web. Besides, we hope that our approach inspires 
novel debiasing methods to mitigate polarized Web-based retrieval. 

2 PROBLEM 
Framing of digital media relates to societal efects such as polariza-
tion. However, framing biases are difcult to detect and characterize. 
Moreover, acquiring labeled data on framing is challenging and 
labor-intensive. This issue becomes even more apparent in non-
English settings, where the lack of data is more severe. 

In our work, we investigate text representation, such as embed-
dings, to capture the semantic diferences related to framing in text. 
As our approach is exploratory in nature, it applies to a setting with 
a low amount of labeled or entirely unlabeled data. Similarly, our 
approach is not restricted to a single language, as it is based on 
language models, and hence, can use a multilingual base encoder. 

We aim to answer three research questions on framing analysis: 

RQ1: How can we extract frames from polarized Web content 
without prior conceptualization? 

RQ2: How can the extracted frames be categorized for specifc 
contexts, e.g., health-related topics? 

RQ3: What is the relationship between frames and viewpoint di-
versity in users’ Web content consumption? 
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Figure 1: Overview of the three complementary approaches. Subfgures show the result of a transformation with each approach. 
In (a), a predefned set of labels is predicted, here in a zero-shot setting, and the label probabilities are plotted (blue for predicted 
labels with high probability). In (b), the tokens of the sentence are projected onto framing axes in 2-dimensional embedding 
space, where the axis poles are opposing each other (e.g., positive vs negative). In (c), the text is transformed into a semantic 
(rooted, directed, and acyclic) graph. 

3 STATE OF THE ART 
Framing is a fractured paradigm in literature, but essentially deals 
with the selection and salience of some aspects of a communicating
text [17]. For example, measures against the COVID-19 pandemic 
can be framed in terms of the prevention of the spread or fght
against the virus, thereby highlighting distinct features of the prob-
lem and suggesting opposing solutions. As framing promotes the 
alteration of the perceived reality and its interpretation [17], it also 
afects human judgments and choices [45]. Consequently, social 
scientists have researched the framing of important topics, such as 
the responses and social movements towards the COVID-19 pan-
demic [19, 27, 33]. Traditionally, framing analysis involves careful 
manual analysis of data. More recently, computational methods [e.g., 
42, 47] have been suggested to automatically determine the framing 
of textual content. For example, the SemEval 2023 Task 3 (Detecting
the Category, the Framing, and the Persuasion Techniques in Online 
News in a Multi-lingual Setup) [32] 1. aims to predict the framing
of text based on a predefned taxonomy. 

Computational frame analysis studies comprise various types of 
frames, such as war [47], terrorists [14], morality [29], or blame [42]. 
These studies focus on diferent conceptualizations of framing and 
are not necessarily comparable. Moreover, their methodological 
approaches difer drastically and depend on the preselected frames 
for the study. Hence, other conceptualizations of framing that would 
be more characteristic might not be detected. 

1Challenge Website: https://propaganda.math.unipd.it/semeval2023task3/

Ali and Hassan [2] provide a comprehensive survey of computa-
tional framing extraction methods. The main approaches include 
various kinds of topic modeling and cluster analysis as unsuper-
vised approaches. In comparison, neural networks, also includ-
ing pretrained Transformer-based language models, are mainly 
used in a supervised manner. Other methods include parsing se-
mantic relations, frequency-based models, and semantic axes, i.e., 
FrameAxis [23]. The current state-of-the-art predominantly investi-
gates a predefned set of frames. We strive to alleviate this limitation 
by utilizing an exploratory approach based on semantic information 
embedded within the textual content. We adapt several of the pre-
viously mentioned methods, i.e., neural networks with pretrained 
Transformer-based language models, semantic relations, frequency-
based models, and semantic axes. Due to the exploratory manner, 
our approach enables novel and unexpected new conceptualizations 
predefned selection of frames or labels. This is unlike the existing 
OpenFraming tool [7], which, although exploratory in nature, still
requires a preselection of frames and labeling of data. 

Finally, framing theory [12] relates to various other concepts, 
such as public opinion and values. Especially in media frames [13], 
narratives are another important aspect to consider. Hence, other 
computational endeavors like computational narrative understand-
ing [31] beneft from improved frame extraction methods. For 
brevity, we omit a detailed discussion here and refer to Reiter-Haas 
et al. [37], where we thoroughly discuss the relationship between 
narratives and framing. 
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4 PROPOSED APPROACH 
Our approach is based on three complementary sub-approaches, i.e., 
(a) predicted label probabilities, (b) embedding space of tokens, and 
(c) semantic graph of content information. All three approaches 
leverage pretrained language models based on the Transformer 
architecture [46], as they generalize well to problems with limited 
available data [10]. An overview of the proposed approach is pro-
vided in Figure 1, where we apply each sub-approach to the same 
specifed example2. In the following, we detail each sub-approach 
separately, before detailing how they complement each other. 

Framing Labels (a). Assigning and predicting labels (or their as-
sociated probabilities) with a supervised classifer is the traditional 
approach in computational framing analysis, besides unsupervised 
topic modeling. However, topic models cannot be applied to single 
examples and thus are not suitable for frame extraction, but only 
discovery. In Figure 1a, we predicted the characteristic framing 
labels as defned by Boydstun et al. [9]. As such labeled data is 
only sparsely available, a few-shot (e.g., with the recently released 
SetFit [44]) or zero-shot model (e.g., with BART [26] as used for 
the example) is required. When aggregating over multiple articles, 
a statistical analysis can be performed, where the deviation of the 
label distributions is analyzed. 

Framing Dimensions (b). When encoding the textual data into 
an �-dimensional hyperspace (e.g., with BERT [15]), the resulting 
embedding space comprises latent dimensions that describe tokens, 
words, paragraphs, and complete articles. An unsupervised way 
to measure the semantics is by defning axes [3], which can be 
applied to framing analysis with FrameAxis [23]. Therein, words 
are projected onto predefned axes characterized by two opposing 
poles (e.g., positive/negative and mainstream/conspiracy as shown 
in Figure 1b). When applied to a collection of documents, we can 
perform a positional analysis, where we consider the distance be-
tween points (e.g., with cosine similarity). Individual points such 
as words, as well as documents, can easily be aggregated using 
pooling operations, such as mean pooling. 

Framing Structure (c). Text can also be converted to other repre-
sentations, such as graphs. Besides syntax trees, graphs can also 
represent the semantics of textual data. We use well-established 
abstract meaning representations [AMR; 6] by translating text via 
a BART model [26] to a serialized graph containing the seman-
tic information. This graph-based representation can be used for 
structural analysis, such as which actor relates to which action. 
For instance, in Figure 1c, it is trivial to observe that the doctor, 
although being mentioned only once, relates to both the prevent 
and vaccinate actions, as shown by the reentrants in the graph. For 
brevity, we refer to the AMR specifcation for a detailed descrip-
tion [5]. The semantic structure is also closely related to narration, 
and thus also the analysis of framing regarding dominant narratives 
in a corpus. For comparing corpora, we can apply frequency-based 
approaches, such as the log odds ratio [8], to the graph structure 
(e.g., individual elements or even sub-graphs). 

Theoretically, all three approaches are universally applicable for 
determining arbitrary conceptualizations of framing. A classifer 
2Code for plots available at: https://github.com/Iseratho/web23-phd-symposium 

could learn to detect sophisticated narratives by sentence structure, 
while mining the graph representation could reveal broad labels. 
Similarly, the embedding space can generalize to labels and struc-
ture within the data points. Nevertheless, the three approaches can 
be applied concurrently. Framing analysis could be performed on 
predefned labels, while also considering unsupervised similarities 
and structural information. Moreover, the three approaches could 
even be combined into a single framework for frame detection. 
Ideally, a text can be represented as a semantic graph where each 
instance is additionally represented by an embedding and labels. 
For instance, the doctor instance can be assigned a health label 
and have an embedding similar (i.e., close to) to the vaccinate in-
stance. Hence, all three approaches have particular complementary 
strengths (e.g., as summarized in Table 1). 

5 METHODOLOGY 
To validate our proposed approach, we conduct framing analysis in 
publicly available online news and social media corpora. For evalua-
tion, we perform a mixed methods-based approach, i.e., quantitative 
and qualitative. For the quantitative evaluation, we use the limited 
amount of available labeled data (e.g., from [11]) and consider the 
coherence of detected frames (i.e., similar to topic coherence [41]). 
For the qualitative evaluation, we jointly analyze and interpret our 
results with social scientists. These interpretations are then used 
to inform possible framing conceptualizations. 

In the categorization of the framing concepts, we consider as-
pects of various granularity. Similar to existing work, we frst aim 
to create broad labels that describe frames, such as a text being 
politically framed. Moreover, we plan to also consider frame hierar-
chies (i.e., sub-labels), directionality (i.e., frame bias), and magnitude 
(i.e., frame intensity). To that end, we consider established theo-
ries like the moral foundation theory [18]. For instance, morally 
framed texts can be strongly framed towards the sub-label harm 
(i.e., the negative direction of a care/harm axis) while also being 
mildly framed towards fairness (i.e., the positive direction of a fair-
ness/cheating axis). Finally, we consider how concepts relate to a 
given text from a structural perspective. As an example, the po-
larizing topic of vaccination can be assigned opposing sentiments 
depending on the framing and typically goes along with diferent 
actors from a narrative sense (e.g., doctors vs government). Due to 
the shift from a predictive to an exploratory approach, we expect 
to fnd novel conceptualizations (e.g., a belief-oriented framing) 
while also retaining or expanding upon characteristic labels (e.g., 
the political orientation) but discarding less pronounced framing 
concepts (e.g., whether a text refects a public opinion). 

Using the novel categorization, content consumption patterns 
can then be investigated and novel insights extracted. For instance, 
we expect a mostly low viewpoint diversity regarding framing, even 
across diferent topics. Furthermore, we hypothesize a repeated 
consumption of content with almost identical framing concepts. 
This would indicate that repeat consumption patterns hold, as is 
the case for other domains (e.g., in music consumption [39]), and 
largely explain pre-existing framing biases. 

Regarding data analysis, we deem Web data as a relevant data 
source to study. Web content is abundantly available and believed 
to be highly polarized. While individual pieces of text are typically 
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Criteria Classifer (a) Embeddings (b) Graph (c) 
Unsupervised ×† ✓ ✓ 
Exploratory × ∼ ✓ 
Narratives × × ✓ 
Challenge ✓ × × 
Dimensions scalar �-D irregular 
Data Type int/foat foat int 
Aggregation trivial intuitive challenging 

Table 1: Summary of the comparison between the three sub-
approaches. The complexity increases from left to right, but 
similarly increases in exploratory potential. 

lacking manual framing annotations, online sources are often as-
sociated with certain features, such as political preferences and 
credibility. Hence, our approach specifcally focuses on Web con-
tent, such as news websites and social media. 

We aim to use recent and large datasets containing textual and 
log data, such as LOCO [28] for testing the approaches and frame 
categorization, and MIND [48] for content consumption analysis. 
LOCO provides online articles regarding a range of topics (including 
health-related ones), while also containing labels on whether they 
belong to conspiracy or mainstream media. Hence, we expect a 
noteworthy diference in framing between the two types of sources. 
MIND, on the other hand, provides click and impression logs (i.e., 
consumption data) in addition to content data. Thus, both datasets 
are suitable for their respective tasks. 

6 RESULTS 
In our initial paper on framing [38, similar to Figure 1b], we investi-
gate the morality framing of political tweets in the US and Austria 
with word vectors and FrameAxis [23]. In the study, we fnd that 
the framing is coherent with previous fndings on US politicians re-
garding their party’s dominant morality. However, followers of Aus-
trian politicians frame their tweets regarding COVID-19 similarly 
to topic-specifc political messages in the public, rather than the 
usual party-associated dimensions. Opposite to expectations, the 
left-leaning Social Democratic Party emphasizes authority, while 
the ruling conservative party focuses on care. For context, at the 
time of data collection, the conservative party aimed to slow the 
spread of the virus with public messaging regarding mutual care. 
Conversely, the leader of the Social Democratic Party, being an epi-
demiologist herself, repeatedly insisted on listening to doctors and 
scientists. Hence, just focusing on a predefned conceptualization 
might lose valuable information regarding the framing of messages 
that might even lead to counterintuitive pictures. 

In our next and most substantial contribution so far [37, i.e., 
Figure 1c], we demonstrate that semantic graphs are a perfect 
ft to represent the framing of the narrative information embed-
ded in the textual content. Specifcally, we use abstract meaning 
representations [6] to extract health-related narratives from the 
LOCO dataset [28] containing articles from both mainstream and 
conspiracy media. Although the approach requires no predefned 
conceptualization of framing, we extract diferences that support 

†A classifer can be used in an unsupervised fashion with zero-shot learning. 

our intuition. Most notably, we fnd that conspiracy media revolved 
around belief narratives, whereas mainstream media focused on 
science instead. Such conceptualization of framing goes beyond the 
typical analysis of framing classes and dimensions. Moreover, we 
investigated more specifc narratives concerning the interplay of 
actors and actions. For instance, we fnd that the prevent action is 
concerned with the government preventing individuals for conspir-
acy media, rather than the vaccination preventing the virus, as is the 
case in mainstream media. This shows that the approach is very 
suitable for an exploratory framing analysis. 

In our recently concluded experiments [35, refer to Figure 1a for 
an example], we provide our contribution to the SemEval challenge 
2023 Task 3 using a SetFit-inspired approach for few-shot predic-
tions [44]. The challenge provides predefned frames on which the 
performance is measured, but only provides a low amount of labels. 
Unlike the more exploratory approaches, we deem a classical la-
bel prediction approach more applicable for a competitive scenario 
with predefned labels, i.e., conceptualizations. Hence, our approach 
adopts contrastive multi-label loss functions for fne-tuning a multi-
lingual base encoder. We achieved the frst position on the zero-shot 
Spanish framing detection subtask. 

We summarize our fndings regarding the three approaches in 
Table 1. All three approaches have their merits, but the graph-based 
approach is best in terms of exploratory potential. Also, all three 
approaches can be employed in an unsupervised manner, but the 
classifer can only do so in a zero-shot setting that harms its pre-
dictive performance. The graph-based approach is the only one 
that naively allows the extraction of narratives rather than simpler 
conceptions. This can be attributed to the irregularity of graphs 
in comparison to the simpler hyper-dimensional structure of em-
bedding spaces and scalar-valued label probabilities. Regarding the 
data types, the classifer can be used both for discrete label and 
continuous label probability predictions. In the embedding space, 
continuous values are the norm to specify the positions, whereas 
graph elements and sub-graphs are frequency-based. This also af-
fects the complexity of the aggregation in a corpus, where labels (or 
their probabilities) are trivial to combine. Embedding spaces, while 
more complex, are still intuitive to aggregate (e.g., mean embed-
ding). However, the aggregation of sub-graphs or their elements is 
challenging. Altogether, we highlight that the three approaches are 
complementary in nature, and considering the information from 
all three approaches is benefcial. 

7 CONCLUSION 
In this work, we introduced our eforts towards an exploratory 
approach for framing analysis, which is a multi-faceted problem. 
We demonstrated in previous works that the semantic information 
extracted from pretrained Transformers provides richer represen-
tations for comparison between diferent corpora. There, we also 
showed that such approaches tie in neatly with the current state-
of-the-art, and hence, allow for a more comprehensive analysis. 

As currently ongoing research, we aim to consolidate the previ-
ously distinct directions of research into a holistic approach and 
openly available framework for framing analysis (i.e., to conclude 
RQ1). Furthermore, we started working on the categorization of 
health-related frames using the knowledge of the prior research (i.e., 
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RQ2). Afterward, we aim to investigate user behavior from a fram-
ing bias perspective that should reveal whether articles containing 
the same frames are repeatedly consumed (i.e., RQ3). 

Hence, we pave the way for future work on the long-term dy-
namics of framing (e.g., to investigate frame adoption), as well 
as relating framing to other concepts, such as polarization [e.g., 
36] and mis-/disinformation. Finally, novel methods should enable 
debiasing content at data, algorithmic, and presentation-level. 
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